Gender identification from audio is an important task for quantitative gender analysis in multimedia, and to improve tasks like speech recognition. Robust gender identification requires speech segmentation that relies on accurate voice activity detection (VAD). These tasks are challenging in movie audio due to diverse and often noisy acoustic conditions. In this work, we acquire VAD labels for movie audio by aligning it with subtitle text, and train a recurrent neural network model for VAD. Subsequently, we apply transfer learning to predict gender using feature embeddings obtained from a model pre-trained for large-scale audio classification. In order to account for the diverse acoustic conditions in movie audio, we use audio clips from YouTube labeled for gender. We compare the performance of our proposed method with baseline experiments that were setup to assess the importance of feature embeddings and training data used for gender identification task. For systematic evaluation, we extend an existing benchmark dataset for movie VAD, to include precise gender labels. The VAD system shows comparable results to state-of-the-art in movie domain. The proposed gender identification system outperforms existing baselines, achieving an accuracy of 85% for movie audio. We have made the data and related code publicly available 1 .
Introduction and Related Work
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in large-scale automatic analysis of multimedia content such as movies. Audiovisual analysis has enabled us to objectively quantify representations of different characters in a movie along demographics such as gender, age and race [1] . For instance, gender representation in movies has been examined by obtaining the fraction of time female characters are shown on screen (on-screen time), and the fraction of time female characters speak in a movie (speaking time) 2 . Precise measurement of on-screen time and speaking time relies on accurate gender identification from video and audio, respectively. Gender classification from face images in the wild is possible with an accuracy of over 95% [2] . By comparison, gender identification from audio has also been known to show similar performance [3, 4] , although to the best of our knowledge, an accuracy of 71% has been reported on movie audio [5] . Besides obtaining measures such as speaking time, gender identification can also be an important step for several audio tasks 1 https://github.com/usc-sail/mica-gender-from-audio 2 https://seejane.org/research-informs-empowers/data such as speech recognition [6] , speaker segmentation [7] and emotion recognition [8] .
The task of gender identification from audio in general, has been well studied with published research dating back about three decades [9] . These methods have mostly examined speech acquired in controlled recording conditions (e.g., read speech : WSJ [10] and TIMIT [11] ), or telephone speech [12] or radio and outdoor speech [13] . A number of studies have shown that approaches such as Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and support vector machines (SVM; e.g., [14] ) with features including pitch and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (e.g., [3] ) are often sufficient to provide accurate gender classification.
Extending the aforementioned approaches to movie audio is non-trivial for two main reasons: 1) voice activity detection (VAD) which is challenging due to the variability in the acoustic conditions, and 2) lack of in-domain data for supervision, i.e., movie audio with precise gender labels. A typical system for gender identification requires VAD, followed by gender classification of the segments identified as speech. VAD is particularly challenging for movie audio because it is heavily edited [15] . The final movie audio consists of music tracks, sound effects and ambient noise with speech. Furthermore, the speech sometimes differs from read speech (e.g., shouting, electronic voice). As a result, the acoustic conditions are variable, and possibly non-stationary. Although VAD has been well studied for audio tasks (see [16] for a survey), most off-the-shelf VAD models, including the ones trained for real-life data such as [17] fail for movie audio [18] .
In order to address the VAD problem for movie audio, we train a recurrent neural network (RNN), with bi-directional long short-term memory (BLSTM) cells [19] using movie audio that are weakly aligned with subtitles (similar to [20] ). The primary objective of this work is to identify gender from speech. Although the performance of our model is comparable to that of the state-of-the-art for movie data [18] (see Sec 4), we do not present a detailed error analysis of the VAD aspect of this work.
Obtaining precise 3 labels by manually annotating movie audio for gender can be time consuming and arduous. We would also have to sample a large number of movies because on average, a person speaks for only about one-third of the total duration of a movie. Instead, we use human-labeled sound clips of female and male speech, that have been released as part of AudioSet [21] . These clips from YouTube are obtained in varying recording conditions. The variability in the speech quality as well as diverse acoustic environments may be closer to the audio quality in movies compared to read speech or radio data.
An operational challenge for gender identification in movies is the lack of data with precise labels for evaluation. To address this, we have manually annotated the gender of the 3 time precision of atleast 20ms speakers in a benchmark VAD dataset (four Hollywood movies; [18] ). These labels have been made publicly available, and can be used for a systematic evaluation of VAD and gender in movie audio 4 Features known to be discriminative for gender identification (such as pitch) cannot be reliably estimated from noisy speech. In this context, noise-robust feature representation of speech can be a useful tool. Such representations or embeddings can be obtained from models that are trained with big data for classifying hundreds of classes. These 'general-purpose' audio embeddings when employed for a specific task often come under the paradigm of transfer learning [22] . For instance, [23, 24] use transfer learning to leverage large-scale audio data to improve the performance of specific tasks such as ASR and speaker recognition. In our work, we use the embeddings that were developed for a large-scale audio classification task using AudioSet [21, 25] .
Based on the aforementioned studies, we hypothesize that gender identification in movie audio can be improved by -1) using embeddings from large-scale audio classification models as features, and 2) supervised gender classification with crossdomain audio data acquired in diverse acoustic conditions. Our proposed model for gender identification incorporates both aspects. Furthermore, our baseline experiments (Sec. 4) are set up to evaluate these two claims. In summary, the contributions of our work are as follows: 1) we build a robust VAD for movie audio using weakly aligned subtitle information, 2) our proposed model significantly improves gender identification in movie audio, and 3) we have made the gender labels for a subset of four movies publicly available to facilitate future research.
Datasets

Movie dataset for VAD training
We use a subset of 95 Hollywood movies 5 released in the year 2014. The dataset was partitioned into 82 movies for training and 13 movies for system development. The development split was chosen to have a sample representative of different movie genres [5] .
In order to train our VAD, the speech/non-speech labels were obtained as follows: 1) we first aligned movie audio with subtitles using Gentle 6 . The audio segments which were successfully aligned were labeled as speech; 2) audio segments between consecutive subtitle utterances were labeled as nonspeech.
Movie dataset for gender identification evaluation
We manually annotated the gender of the speakers in a benchmark dataset released in [18] . First, the subtitle utterances for the four movies were segmented (where necessary) to consist of male or female speech only. We obtained utterance-level gender labels from two independent annotators. All the labels were verified to resolve ties by the author. Finally, the gender labels were mapped to the VAD labels at a precision of 20ms [18] . This resulted in 128.5 and 22.4 minutes of speech from male and female speakers re- spectively from a total audio duration of 8hrs. This allowed us to test the performance of our system at a higher precision than the previous methods which evaluated at the subtitle level [5] .
AudioSet and WSJ corpus
AudioSet [21] is a large corpus of 10s sound clips collected from YouTube for audio event detection (AED). Each clip is manually tagged for at least one of 632 audio events. In our experiments for gender identification, we use those clips tagged either as 'male speech, man speaking' or 'female speech, woman speaking'. Any clips tagged as both male and female speech were excluded. The audio data from these clips was downloaded using youtube-dl [26] .
This resulted in 47 and 21 hours of speech from male and female speakers respectively. The development set consisted of 60 audio clips for each gender. As mentioned before, since these audio clips were obtained from YouTube, they have diverse recording and acoustic conditions. As such it may account for higher variability (often observed in movie audio) compared to other datasets such as WSJ. We refer to the audio quality of this dataset throughout the paper as 'diverse'.
We use the WSJ-SI84 dataset, a subset of the WSJ corpus, in order to replicate the experiments performed in [5] . It consists of a total of 15 hours of data with 7184 utterances from 42 male and 41 female speakers. This data consists of read speech was collected in controlled environment. We refer to the audio quality of this dataset throughout the paper as 'controlled'.
Methods
The two main components of our proposed system are: 1) VAD, and 2) transfer learning for gender classification. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the end-to-end gender identification system. All audio data was resampled to 8kHz, and converted to a single channel. VAD labels were obtained at 10ms frames, and VGGish-embeddings [25] for 0.96s non-overlapping segments, followed by gender classification. Finally, frame-level gender labels were obtained by masking the gender labels at 0.96s scale by the VAD frame-level labels (masking operation is indicated by a in the Fig. 1) 
Voice activity detection (VAD)
Following empirical observations in [17] we train an RNNbased model. Since it is sufficient to have an offline system, we used both forward and backward context in the form of indicates the number of nodes in the layer.
Feature extraction for VAD
We use log-Mel filterbank energies (log-Mel features) as input features to the VAD system. Unlike MFCCs which are widely used features for audio tasks, computing log-Mel features does not include the discrete cosine transform (DCT) step. We chose log-Mel features over MFCC in our experiments because the benefit of DCT is mostly compression, and computation power is not an issue. Furthermore, in our preliminary experiments, log-Mel features outperformed MFCC for VAD task.
We extracted 23 log-Mel filterbank coefficients over a window of 25ms with an overlap of 15ms (1 frame=10ms). The features were normalized to have a zero mean and unit variance.
Transfer learning for gender classification
The objective of the models developed for AED [25] was to classify over six-hundred audio events. The embeddings are features from the penultimate layer of the trained network. They provide noise-robust, low-dimensional representation of an audio segment. Transfer learning deals with adapting these embeddings for a specific task. It is particularly beneficial in the lack of domain-specific training data (which is the case here).
VGGish audio classification model
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have proven very effective for computer vision tasks. VGG [30] is a widely used network for object recognition in images. Similar network architectures have been shown to perform effectively for audio segment classification [25] . A smaller, modified version trained for the AED task has been made publicly available 7 . We refer to this model as 'VGGish'. The input to the pretrained VGGish model are the 64 log-Mel filterbank coefficients extracted for a 0.96s audio segment. The output is a 128-dimensional vector. 7 https://github.com/tensorflow/models ,stride=1x1) , MP = 2D Max Pooling layer (kernel: 3x3,stride=2x2).
Gender Classification
The input to the model is the VGGish-embeddings extracted for 0.96s audio segments. We replace the top layers after VGGish network shown above with FC network which are tuned for gender classification task. The network consists of three FC layers with ReLU activations. Batch normalization (BN) [31] is applied after each layer.
Network architecture for gender classification:
For all FC networks, the number of nodes and layers were tuned to minimize the loss on the development set. We also tested a logistic regression model. Experiments were also conducted excluding BN.
Experiments and Results
We performed a comprehensive evaluation of our system by first evaluating the BLSTM-VAD that was trained with movie audio forced-aligned with the subtitles using Gentle. We compared the performance of our VAD to that of the state-of-the-art for movie data, and also against openSMILE VAD, which is used in [5] . We then evaluated all gender identification models with, a) ground-truth (or oracle) VAD [18] , and b) the proposed BLSTM-VAD (see Sec 4) . Evaluation using the oracle VAD provides the performance of our gender model when perfect VAD is available. Meanwhile, evaluation with BLSTM-VAD gives the performance of the end-to-end system. This may also indicate if the same audio segments were misclassified in both VAD and gender identification systems.
All evaluations are performed on frame-level ground-truth labels for the four Hollywood movies (see Sec 2.2). We use unweighted accuracy (UWA) as the performance measure for evaluation. UWA is a more suitable measure compared to precision or recall since it assigns equal weights to each class, and hence can be used to evaluate on datasets with class imbalance (as in our evaluation set). We also calculate the area under ROC curve (A ) [32] , a complementary measure of the predictive accuracy of a model. A > 0.9 indicates an 'excellent' model.
Performance of BLSTM-VAD
We evaluated our VAD model on the benchmark data released in [18] . Performance measures averaged across the four movies are shown in the Table 1 . BLSTM-VAD performs significantly better than an off-the-shelf RNN-based VAD model trained for clean speech [27] . This suggests that training with in-domain data certainly improves VAD for movie audio.
The performance of our model (f1-score=0.70) is comparable to that of the state-of-the-art VAD for movie data (f1-score=0.74, [18] ). However we achieve a lower system recall that results in a higher fraction of missed speech. During the performance evaluation of gender identification systems, we report miss-rate (1 − recall), along with false alarm rate (FAR) for speech. This highlights the importance of a robust VAD for the gender identification task.
Baseline experiments
We set up three baseline experiments (Table 2 ) to evaluate the two claims that drive our proposed model (see Sec. 1). These experiments were set up to understand the independent effects of 1) training with 'controlled' vs. 'diverse' audio, and 2) gender classification with VGGish-embeddings vs. MFCC features.
As shown in Table 2 , B1 is a GMM model trained on MFCC features extracted from WSJ dataset. Per our claims, we expect B1 to perform poorer than the other models. B2 is the transfer learning model, except that the embeddings for training are obtained for WSJ. We then train a MFCC based GMM model on the cross-domain AudioSet dataset (B3). To show the effect of the choice of training data, we compare B1 and B3. Comparing B1 and B2 would show the importance of VGGish-embeddings.
Similarly, by comparing B3 and B2, we can understand the relative gain in performance between 'transfer learning over MFCC-GMM' and 'controlled vs diverse data for training' (C2). In simpler terms, if B3 performs better than B2, it would suggest that the effect of training data on improving gender identification performance is larger than that of features used and the classification methods. Finally, we analyze the performance of our proposed model with respect to all the baselines.
B1: WSJ/MFCC-GMM
We performed feature extraction and trained a system similar to [5] , but with BLSTM-VAD instead of openSMILE VAD. Speaker-homogeneous segmentation was performed using Bayesian information criterion similar to that in [5] . We then trained a GMM with 100 mixture components for 200 iterations of expectation-maximization (EM) [33] till the model converged. Accuracy on the development set was 78.8%.
In Table 3 , we present the results for all experiments using both oracle VAD and BLSTM-VAD. In the latter case, we computed UWA only in regions where the predicted VAD labels match with ground-truth. We also present VAD miss rate and FAR for completeness.
As shown in Table 3 , across the board, UWA is lower for oracle VAD compared to BLSTM-VAD. This supports our hypothesis that the VAD and gender models likely fail for the same audio segments.
B2: WSJ/Transfer Learning
We identified speech segments using the BLSTM-VAD and split them into 0.96s segments to extract VGGish embeddings. These embeddings were used as input to train the FC network to classify gender. The network architecture was chosen by tuning the the number of nodes and layers. The average accuracy on the development set was 87%. The results suggest that the VGGish-embeddings from 'diverse' audio data, may not be effective in representing WSJ (Table 3 c.f. UWA: B2 < B1 ).
B3: AudioSet data/MFCC-GMM
Here, the feature extraction was similar to B2. Additional experiments were conducted to tune the system parameters, which gave an accuracy of 71.3% on the development set. The results show that 'diverse' data for training improves gender identification performance (Table 3 : c.f. UWA: B3 > B1 > B2).
Proposed model
As described in Sec 3.2, audio gender is classified with a FC network using the VGGish-embeddings. Results in Table 3 (c.f. UWA: Proposed > B3 > B1 > B2), show that our proposed model significantly 8 outperforms baseline models with an improvement of about 4% over the best baseline model. This observation is consistent when evaluating with oracle VAD as well. It suggests that transfer learning from VGGish-embeddings is beneficial to improve gender classification for challenging audio such as in movies.
Discussion and Future Work
As noted earlier, the ratio of male to female speech in the evaluation dataset is 5:1. To ensure that our gender system does not perform adversely for one of the classes, we used a classbalanced development set and UWA to measure performance. This is important, especially for a confident estimation of measures such as female speaking time in movies.
A caveat to our proposed system is that gender labels are predicted for 0.96s segments. The duration of speech for the correctly classified segments is significantly higher than that for the misclassified segments with median values of 1.06s and 0.88s respectively 9 . This indicates the need for VGGish-ish embeddings for audio segments of shorter durations which would be part of our future work.
The BLSTM-VAD model, although effective for movie audio is prone to higher miss-rates.A detailed error-analysis is the subject of our future work.
Conclusions
In this work, we develop a model for VAD in movies using subtitle information which performs similar to that of the state-ofthe-art for this domain. We have released a movie benchmark dataset with precise gender labels, to enable a joint system evaluation of VAD and gender identification in movies. Finally, our experiments show that using embeddings from large-scale audio classification models from cross-domain speech data acquired in diverse acoustic conditions significantly improves audio gender prediction in movies.
